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qin music in being considered a refined art and catering to the literati class, did not stir
up as much debate and controversy as qin music did. One reason is the importance ofits
libretto, which is difficult for anyone without a classical literary education to appreciate,
a "handicap" that qin music does not have.
61. Li Xiangting, "Guqin yishu yinggai chengwei meige zhongguoren de jichu zhishi
zhiyi;' 36.
62. Quoted in "Chuancheng yu kaituo" [To inherit and to develop], conference held
on November 1-2, 2006, City University of Hong Kong. Conference booklet, p. 4·
63. Not the original wording, but translation back to English from the Chinese version
of the UNESCO document that the author, Zhong Wenxin, quotes. "Thequote echoes two
of the "main objectives" of the proclamation: to raise awareness on the importance of
the oral and intangible heritage and the need to safeguard it, and to encourage countries
to establish national inventories and to take legal and administrative measures for the
protection of their oral and intangible heritage. See Masterpieces
Heritage of Humanity,

64. Zhong Wenxin, "Chuancheng
M011thly (Dee. 2006): 119·
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Quoted with permission.

In cultural development practices of post -socialist Eastern Europe, cultural
rights function as an interchangeable concept with minority rights, in which
ethnicity figures as a central framework for political and social equality.
Policy initiatives and projects funded by government agencies and international non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) address minority rights
issues through a lens of ethnic homogeneity that, in most cases, completely
overlooks those issues of gender, class, and education that work together
to influence relative cultural agency and powers of representation within
a community and in society at large. It follows that many cultural policies
implemented by local and international NGOs obscure processes of social
exclusion and economic and political marginalization within communities
where cultural development initiatives are funded.' Who has the "right" to
choose which cultural practices are to be sustained and promoted? How do
public presentations of culture draw general awareness to certain agendas
and individuals within particular communities? What is the role and responsibility of the ethnographer who researches representational practices
in contexts where cultural expression is highly politicized?
With regard to Romani groups in Ukraine, government and international
non-governmental initiatives throughout the 1990S and well into the twentyfirst century have continued to perpetuate Soviet-era cultural stereotypes of
"Roma" as "Gypsies:' musicians, and entertainers. Various cultural initiatives,
publications, concerts, ensembles, and recording studios have been funded,
as have education programs that incorporate music and dance into their
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curricula. The funding is predominantly channeled into Romani communities through local Romani NGOs. An essentialized, performance-focused
identity unites the Romani rights movement and helps present a top-down
homogenized cultural image oflinguistically diverse Romani groups. Moreover, certain images are more strongly perpetuated by Romani community
leaders and politicians than others. "High-class" professional musicians signify the acceptable norm for Romani musical stereotypes. They appear on
Ukrainian television as part of minority festivals or in segments of cultural
programs. Romani community leaders use images of prevalent poverty only
when targeting group discrimination in light of European Union-based Romani development initiatives funded by local government and international
philanthropic project grants. In this dynamic, impoverished Romani musicians appear in photographs of philanthropic reports but are silenced within
the Romani rights movement by Romani rights activists, scholars, cultural
workers, and economically privileged Romani musicians. Less wealthy Roma
are deprived of access to the types of local and international financial support from which more affluent Roma are able to benefit. The argument and!
or justification for the exclusion of poor musicians is rooted in their alleged
loss of traditional culture and their cultural and linguistic assimilation into
non-Romani society.
Romani poor are deemed by "their own" as having "no culture" and thus
have no political power within the ethnically driven Romani rights movement
in Ukraine. The crux of the issue lies in the fusion of two notions of culture
that prevail in the post-socialist sphere: culture as artistic expression of group
identity and culture as a marker of civilization, both delineated by the same
word, kultura. The two definitions of kultura are neither mutually exclusive
nor always complementary. The ethnographic analysis that follows examines
the types of representative agency to which poorer segments of marginalized ethnic groups have access within the myriad contradictions of current
cultural rights movements and projects in the post-socialist context. In other
words, this chapter analyzes the impact of cultural rights discourse on Romani members of the economically poorest strata of society in Ukraine.

The Romani Rights Movement in Ukraine
In philanthropic
discourse, culturally and linguistically diverse Romani
groups are categorized by the catchall term "Roma of Ukraine:' Roma, traditionally referred to in Ukrainian as "Tsyhany" (Gypsies), are the thirteenth
largest minority in Ukraine and number from 40,000 to 100,000 among a
population of 48 million. Servy, the largest Romani group within Ukrainian
territories, are descendants of migrants from Wallachia and Moldova who
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settled in eastern and southern Ukraine in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Ke1derara and Lovara groups migrated from territories within the
Austro-Hungarian empire at the beginning of the twentieth century. Ruska
Roma, also known as Khaladitka Roma, constitute yet another linguistic
group in Ukrainian territories and are descendants of migrants who came to
the Tsardom of Russia in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries from Germany through Poland and Lithuania. The Crimean Peninsula, which became
a part of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (SSR) in 1954, is home to
Krimuria, or Krimchi Roma, who practice Islam. Southern Ukraine is also
home to groups from Moldavia and Linhurari, migrants from Romania.
In the mid-1990S, Western philanthropic organizations initiated cultural
development grants to help incorporate minorities into the ethnically fragmented post -socialist realm. The culture-based model aimed to diffuse ethnic
strife that marked the immediate post-independence
era in Ukraine. Many
Romani musicians in Transcarpathia, fluent in Hungarian, the language of
donors from the Open Society Institute in Budapest, capitalized on incol11ing financial opportunities to stage music festivals, open Romani Sunday
schools, and publish literature, news, memoirs, and rozlIlovllyky, books that
list Romani words and phrases with Ukrainian or Russian translations. Varied
forms of funding have helped mobilize a viable Romani rights movement,
a loosely organized public relations campaign presently supported through
a network of more than sixty Romani NGOs throughout Ukraine. Activists
within the movement strive to break historical cultural stereotypes regarding
Tsyhany as lazy, thieving, politically apathetic musicians, entertainers, and
dark-skinned people who possess magical powers to frighten and manipulate
the local non-Romani population. These stereotypes are common throughout Europe and the Soviet Union and are often drawn on by non-Roma to
justify Romani marginalization, poverty, illiteracy, and housing shortages,
as well as police brutality toward them. Today, the Romani rights movement
has shifted its weight to Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine, where Romani publ ic
figures lobby for minority rights and fair representation in the Verkhovna
Rada (Parliament). They also organize commemorations for Romani victims
of the Holodomor and the Holocaust.2 Nonetheless, festivals of Romani music and dance are the most effective means for drawing public awareness to
Roma in the territories of Ukraine.

The

Post-socialist Landscape of Poverty

Ukraine experienced its most drastic economic recession in the mid-1990s
following the breakup of the Soviet Union. In 2000, at the time of my first
visit, people were making ends meet with the help of a barter system rooted
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in an elaborate network of personal exchanges called blat held over from
the Soviet era.3 The barter system was particularly evident in the villages of
Transcarpathia, Ukraine's westernmost region, which, perhaps even more
than other parts of the country, had been overrun by politically linked mafia
businessmen. Roads, agricultural structures, and other social, medical, and
educational institutions were in desperate need of an overhaul. Because train
and bus transportation in 2000 was difficult and dangerous, I rode a bicycle
from village to village and witnessed the trauma of sudden drastic poverty
among Romani communities caught in the turmoil of post-socialist economic
transition. At that time, it was more common for a university professor to be
found selling family heirlooms on the black market than to be working at the
university, where his or her salary was often withheld for six months at a time.
A prominent ethnochoreologist made it through this period by breeding and
selling little fish in her kitchen. With the bazaars overrun with people of all
socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds, Romani traders became the target
of heightened discrimination and were quickly pushed out. Frequently in my
fieldnotes I wrote down the names of Romani musicians I suspected would
die from malnutrition or tuberculosis before my next visit.
It was in this context that a Romani interlocutor in the Transcarpathian
village of Osii encouraged me to travel from the villages to Uzhhorod, the
administrative capital of the region, to work with a person she colloquially
referred to as the "president of Roma:' I dismissed the suggestion, believing
I would be a more effective advocate against Romani poverty in the West by
documenting it in the villages. Arriving in desolate Romani communities, I
often did not even unpack my recording equipment but rather went directly
to the local market to purchase food, oftentimes for the whole community.
Even in 2000, five U.S. dollars could buy enough rice to feed fifty people.
I further dismissed the idea of moving to Uzhhorod because I thought that
my interlocutor, in referencing the hierarchical position of "president:' was
in fact referring to a culturally defined system of Romani barons-family
and Romani settlement leaders-that
was as much historically rooted as it
was self-ascribed in the then-prevalent context of mafia big men. I assumed
the "president of Roma" probably drove the latest model of Mercedes, a sure
sign of mafia connections, and was a member of a network I attempted to
avoid out of general fear of the violence associated with people in power.
The president of Roma, however, a musician by profession, acquired his
ascribed title (and, perhaps, his Mercedes) because he was the director of
the largest Romani NGO in Transcarpathia. When I traveled to Uzhhorod
for my year of fieldwork in 2002, I realized our paths would cross constantly,
and I eventually came to work for him as an English translator for a Romani
rights newspaper written by his non-Romani NGO staff funded by the Open
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Society Institute in Budapest. From 2002 to 2004, I translated the newspaper
for the Internet-where
my English translations ensured further funding
from donors in the West-in exchange for information and access to Romani
communities, made possible through his connections. Though twenty years
my senior, he called himself my brother and drove me in his Mercedes to
take newspaper pictures of impoverished Romani settlements similar to the
ones I had visited on my bicycle, but now as a fully integrated actor in the
processual objectification of Romani culture for political means. It was a
fieldwork experience drenched in ironies.

Performing Culture, Inscribing Status
Taking into account the numerous Romani communities I have worked with
and visited over the years in Transcarpathia's villages and towns, it would be
difficult for me to say that much has improved [or them despite the fact that
the number of internationally funded Romani NGOs in Uzhhorod alone
grew to twelve by 2002 and all local Romani NGO projects and philanthropic
activities, on paper at least, were geared toward helping the relatively poorer
Roma in Ukraine-Transcarpathia
in particular. It seems that the continued
neglect of the Romani poor is socially and culturally
more affluent Roma throughout the country.

perpetuated

among

Elite justifications for the continued marginalization of the Romani poor
are rooted in complex binary understandings of civilized/uncivilized Roma
and linguistically pure/assimilated Romani groups. Such conceptualizations
are couched in a post-socialist concern with cultural authenticity as manifested in performance practices. Moreover, they are closely intertwined with
the history of Romani cultural development projects and Romani sociocultural integration within a Soviet-socialist paradigm.
Romani music and dance, as performed

on stages for both Romani and

non-Romani audiences in urban contexts and in the media, are extremely
important for Ukraine's Romani elite and stem from the high visibility of
Moscow's Theatre "Romen" during the Soviet era. Theatre "Romen:' founded
in 1931, is a theater of music and drama that features traditional Romani
culture in stylized form. It continues to be viewed by Romani performers
and audiences throughout Russia and Ukraine as the pinnacle of Romani
musical excellence and stylistic achievement. 1hus, even after the collapse
of the Soviet Union, the images and performance styles fostered in Moscow
continue in full force on the Romani stages of Ukraine.
Many festivals and concerts have been produced with the help of philanthropic aid from the International Renaissance Foundation (IRF), as evidenced in the performances of Kyiv's 111eatre "Romans;' established in 1998
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by Ihor Krykunov, a former performer with Moscow's 1heatre "Romen:'
Performance aesthetics promoted on the stages of Kyiv are similar to what
audiences can see in cities from Kharkiv in the east to Uzhhorod in the west.
This is an important point to make in a country such as Ukraine, where the
ethnic and linguistic differences between the eastern and western regions
are so varied among both majority and minority ethnic groups and where
they reflect such strong influences of past imperial rule, whether Russian
in the east or, to a lesser extent, Austrian (as well as Polish and Hungarian)
in the west. Here, the Soviet-era ensembles, which simultaneously promote
regional variation yet stylistically homogenize them, serve as a force that
performatively unifies east and west.4 In my fieldwork in Uzhhorod among
Romani music and dance ensembles associated with NGOs that wished to
revive waning local musical traditions in the wake of post -socialist economic
hardship, I often encountered dance steps and songs that were more consistent with styles perpetuated by Moscow-based Romani musicians than with
styles that were representative of the more Hungarian- and Slovak-influenced
local Romani styles I witnessed in Transcarpathia
in nonstaged contexts
such as weddings.
Performers from Moscow's Theatre "Romen" are often featured guests at
Romani music and dance festivals in eastern cities such as Kyiv and Kharkiv.
These performers' personal and musical connections with musically and culturally elite families, such as that of Nikolai Slichenko (1934-2004), former
director of Moscow's Theatre "Romen" and winner of numerous cultural
awards from Russia and the USSR, validate the persistence of certain aesthetics of vocal production, instrumental arrangements, choreographies,
costumes, and modes of self-representation prevalent among affluent Romani
families in Ukraine.
These elements carry equal importance in Transcarpathia, and some musicians still perform in professional venues that mirror the aesthetics promoted
by Moscow's Theatre "Romen:' Historically, however, Romani musicians in
the strongly Hungarian-influenced
province played in restaurants and were
part of an elaborate network of musicians who provided entertainment for
non-Romani patrons. Following the breakup of the Soviet Union, the restaurants closed, and a number of Romani musicians lost their jobs. In the
wake of economic collapse, many sold their instruments. It is rare to find
musicians in rural and urban Romani settlements who still own instruments
or whose instruments are not in bad need of repair. During my fieldwork, I
often traveled with an accordion, a violin, and a guitar throughout the villages
in order to be able to make musical recordings, as in the village ofSobatyno,
seen in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1. AuIhor with Romani musicians in Ihe village of Sobalyno. central
Transcarpathia, 2000. (Author's collection)
In the last few years, non- Romani families who have regained some economic status in Transcarpathian villages have begun to invite Romani musicians, such as the ensemble from the village ofSobatyno, to perform certain
elements of wedding rituals, such as playing at the gate of the bride's home as
the groom "buys" her from her family with gifts and money. Such instances
have been more exceptions than the norm, and it has been extremely difficult
for local Romani musicians to pass on their craft to younger musicians, let
alone make a living from music.
This does not mean, however, that a viable local music scene among Romani communities in Transcarpathia does not exist. It simply exists in forms
that vary from those of the Soviet era. Evangelical churches have played
an instrumental role in forging new musical repertoires in Romani communities. Having attended numerous services of the Church of the Living
God in Mukachevo, Uzhhorod, and Korolevo, I witnessed popular melodies
being infused with religious texts and the beat of the songs diffused into a
more hymnlike sonic structure so as to make popular songs more conducive
to church services. At the weddings I frequented in Uzhhorod, one of the
highlights of certain celebrations was a Slovak tune; paying money to dance
with the bride, each community member welcomed her in her new social
role within the community. Members of more affluent Romani groups in
eastern Ukraine often interpret such musical appropriations as signs of cul-
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tural assimilation into non-Romani society. Among the cultural elite, lines
between cultural practices deemed Romani or non-Romani are often very
strict, particularly regarding gender roles. In one memorable case, a close
friend who was able to make a living as a wedding singer took me to another
town to introduce me to her somewhat more affluent relatives (the gradation in wealth was minimal). Though she wore jeans during our everyday
interactions in Uzhhorod, for the trip she tossed a long skirt into her bag.
She changed on the train and explained that her choice of outfit was a sign of
respect for her family at home and for the family we were visiting. She said
that they would view her jeans as a sign of gadje (non-Roma) culture and
would think that her father had become poor and could not provide for the
family in a way that would ensure their adherence to elite Romani cultural
norms. Many affluent Romani men throughout eastern Ukraine have explained to me that financial stability allows women to practice all necessary
traditions that constitute Romani culture. In such families, however, I had
few opportunities to speak privately with women or could not get them to
express their opinion on the subject.
As evidenced by the jeans episode, however, it seems that many cultural
norms, particularly with regard to gendered propriety, are constituted by
social, familial, and community contexts. During my 2007 trip to Kyiv and
Kharkiv, affluent Romani men repeatedly echoed non-Romani stereotypes
concerning Romani poor in Transcarpathia, calling them dirty, uneducated,
On the one hand, this meant
assimilated, and thus uncultured (Ileku/turni).
that the poor were uncivilized people who did not act in accordance with
progressive social norms, and on the other hand, they were assimilated and
not adhering to traditional forms of Romani cultural behavior. To create
greater distance between themselves and the poor in Transcarpathia, the
more affluent Roma called the latter "Tsyhany;' distinguishing them from
other Roma (the current politically correct term for Gypsies increasingly
used in Ukrainian politics, though not in the media). At an international
ethnomusicology conference that same summer, I was surprised when such
attitudes toward the Romani poor in Transcarpathia were informally echoed
by a prominent scholar who argued that they are not worthy of study because
they lack authentic cultural expression. In other words, kultura functions as a
marker of, from one side, cultural distinction and, from the other, civilization,
based on the modernization discourses promoted under Soviet nationalities
policies with regard to various ethnic groups.s In theory, ethnic groups such
as Roma had equal rights in the eyes of the socialist state but were deemed
backward and were forced to alter their kultura (in both senses of the word)
to better integrate into a "progressive" society that reflected the political
ideals of Soviet advancement.
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In the post-socialist sphere, the Soviet notion of culture as modernization
and the Western notion of culture as the embodiment of traditions that need to
be saved have fostered a complex duality within the Romani rights movement
itself. Essentially, Romani elites and non-Roma alike deem "high-class" Romani
musical expression professionalized during the Soviet era to be representative
of Romani "traditional" cultural expression and, at the same time, a mal'ker
of kultura as civilization. 'Oms, the interpretation of kultura as solely that of
professional musicianship allows scholars and Romani elite within NGO circles
to dismiss the 50,000 impoverished Roma in Transcarpathia as not worthy of
serious ethnographic research for its own sake and as only a population from
which to gather poverty statistics for development reports.6
In such a context of delineation between Romani groups that are constituted as "real Roma" and communities of people who are not the "right"
kind of Rom a, what is the role and positioning of the ethnographer, such as
myself, who chooses not to research the "right" kind of people in a particular
fieldwork environment? My experiences have been greatly determined by my
own role within this complex terrain of Romani identity as it has been defined
for me by Romani interlocutors in different parts of Ukraine, Europe, and the
United States. I had entered the field at the time when Romani NGOs were
being established throughout the country and were vying for regional power.
Language, kinship, gender, age, and myriad political and economic factors
determined an internal hierarchy among Romani NGO representatives and
public figures within the burgeoning Romani rights movement. Over the
years, I have played a game of negotiated neutrality among opposing Romani
NGO leaders. However, what seemed to be my fluid positioning between two
political camps eventually backfired because of the tense political struggles in
Ukraine during and immediately following the 2004 Orange Revolution and
prevented me from visiting my fieldwork site for one year.7 It was not until
my return to Ukraine in 2007 that I fully realized my own complex status
in the public representation of Romani identity-Romani
leaders in Kyiv
dismissed their opponents in Transcarpathia, and me along with them, stating that since I had chosen to work with the poor initially in 2000, I should
continue to work only with "my people" in Transcarpathia. The ironies have
layered themselves one on top of another only to be complicated even further
by politically motivated discourses that aim to drive Transcarpathian
Roma
out of the political picture altogether due to their poverty. Ironically, their
endemic poverty is the primary catalyst propelling the philanthropic machi ne
and Western development aid from which Romani NGO leaders throughout
the country continue to benefit economically and politically. Thus, it seems
that a cultural debate over kultura reaches far beyond a question of who has
a "true" culture and/or what constitutes it.
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The Marketing of Cultural Stereotypes
Anthropologist Alaina Lemon has argued that stereotypes among non-Roma
regarding Roma emerge because non-Roma engage Roma only in certain
contexts.8 My own experiences have suggested that representatives from
elite Romani groups share non-Romani stereotypes about poorer Roma, a
dynamic that has perhaps always existed but is most certainly exacerbated
by the contemporary cultural, musical, and development structures that
lump all "Roma" into one category indivisible by class, gender, occupation,
or generation.
Music and dance playa significant role in this discourse because the most
common stereotype among non-Roma, and one that is actively promoted
by all Roma, poor and elite, is that they have a penchant for the expressive
arts. This has been, by far, the only relatively positive stereotype expressed
by non-Romani interlocutors regarding any Romani group throughout the
duration of my research. Music festivals in Ukraine such as the International
Arts Festival of National Minorities ''Amala;' established by the Gypsy Musical
and Drama Theatre "Romans" in Kyiv, as well as popular CD compilations
produced in the West such as Road of the Gypsies (Network, 1996), La Route
des Gitans: The Gypsy Road (Auvidis/Ethnic, 1999), and Gypsy Caravan (Putumayo World Music, 2001), to name just a few, stress the common heritage of all
Romani groups worldwide based on an allegedly shared historical migration
from India. Kyiv's ''Amala'' festival and such CD compilations feature musical
groups from countries in Europe that have a significant "Romani" population. Though scholars have begun to show that many different cultural and
linguistic groups experienced this migration from India for varying reasons
more than one thousand years ago, the play on words between "routes" and
"roots;' as evidenced in the Gipsy Kings recording Roots (Nonesuch, 2004), is
an excellent example of the prevalence of the now-common marketing tactic
that unites all "Roma" and/or all "Gypsies" through the trope of historical
nomadism.9 Significant in this discourse is the use of the "road" image in the
names of Romani NGOs in various parts of Ukraine: Romano Drom (Romani
Road) in Poltava and Vynohradiv, and Uzhhorod-based Amaro Dram (Our
Road), Amaro Drom Ternenhero (Our Road of the Youth), and Terne Chaya
Po Neva Drom (Young Women on a New Road).
While world music CDs and Romani NGOs promote a transnationally
established, top-down "Romani" identity and imply a collective hurdle of historical exclusion and marginalization, intragroup dynamics among Romani
communities in Ukraine reveal a somewhat different picture-the
Romani
rights literature published by philanthropic organizations such as the IRF
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and the Open Society Institute strongly promotes this sense of unity but
does not put it into practice. As a case in point, the Romani Yag (Romani
Fire) newspaper based in Uzhhorod published the same timeline, noting the
appearance of the first Roma on the European continent in the fourteenth
century, over and over. By publishing the events that occurred to Roma in
various European countries, the newspaper editors sent to their readers the
message that these are common identifiers, namely dates known to all Roma
who know their own history. Due to lack of scholarship on Romani history
in Ukraine, dates from events that happened to Roma in other European
countries filled in the empty blanks of Ukrainian Romani history.
But the actual practice of such trans-ethnic connections and inclusive
affiliations has been far from evident in the territories of Ukraine. A famous
popular Romani singer in Kyiv dismissed any formal cultural connection
to Romani poor in Transcarpathia in an interview with me in 2007, stating that they are not "true" Roma because they do not speak Romanes and
have lost Romani cultural traditions as a result of extreme poverty, which
prevents them from holding on to their cultural practices. However, his
music album features the song "Loli Phabay" (TIre Red Apple), which was
popularized through the 1975 Mosfilm Tabor Ukhodyt v Nebo (Camp Ascends
to the Heavens), directed by Emil Loteanu. The song and the film are both
strongly associated with Romani musicians in the Carpathian region, many
of whom claim the melody as their own, which they support with the fact that
Transcarpathian

Romani musicians appear as extras in the film. TI1Us,while

certain musical expressions, divorced from the music's original performers,
function as an acceptable form of representation in certain contexts, direct
links
to Romani
poor in the realm of cultural expression are dismissed by
Romani
elite.
The argument over which groups have retained the truer Romani identity
today revolves largely around language ideologies. Servy Roma, also commonly known as Ukrainian Roma, speak a dialect that is often described by
members of the Lovary group as a mixture ofRomanes and surzhyk (a combination of Russian and Ukrainian, spoken commonly in more Russified parts
of eastern Ukraine). Lovary in Transcarpathia and in cities such as Kharkiv
view their language as less Russified and thus more European and closer to
the language of Romani groups in the Balkans, from where Lovary are said to
have migrated generations ago. According to a Servy musician from Kyiv who
married into a Lovar family in Kharkiv, "When I learned the Lovar tongue,
Europe opened up to me."10The positioning of Europe as more developed
and more advanced in relation to Ukraine itself reveals a pull among Romani
intelligentsia for validation and connection with Roma and non- Roma in
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the West. The same template, as already argued, exists in relation to Russia,
which is also considered by Romani elite to be more culturally developed
than Ukraine. To express his affinity to Russia, the previously mentioned
Romani NGO director referred to by local Roma as the "president of Roma"
had the melody of the second post -Soviet Russian anthem programmed as
his cell-phone ringtoneY At the ''Amala'' festival, produced by the director
of the aforementioned Theatre "Romans" in Kyiv, Romani musicians billed
as being from Norway, Poland, Belgium, or Slovakia are often friends and
family members who emigrated from Ukraine but now represent "Europe"
to Ukrainian audiences and imbue such Western place-based identities with
great importance. Positioning language on a scale of more civilized versus
less civilized allows certain Romani groups to create intergroup hierarchies
and to push those who speak no Romanes lower on the comparative scale
of cultural purity. Subjective understandings
of authentic kultura validate
intergroup elite status.
On the other hand, non-Roma perceive poor and rich Roma as two sides
of the same coin. While Romani poor in Transcarpathia are useful for Romani elite in terms of justifying international philanthropic aid for "Roma;'
they simultaneously embody the more negative and often more damaging
non- Romani stereotypes regarding Roma. They also serve as a reminder that
despite class distinctions, non-Romani stereotypes tend not to distinguish
between poor and rich Roma. A poor Romani person is feared for his or her
alleged potential to steal and trick and manipulate, while the rich Romani
man is feared for alleged participation in illegal activities such as drug dealing.
Members of the Romani upper class believe that through disassociation with
lower class Tsyhany, negative stereotypes toward Romani elite that prevail
among gadje will dissipate.

The Cultural Impact of Philanthropic Aid
Processes of intragroup identification in Ukraine have been complicated by
the presence of philanthropic aid programs from the West that, for the past
twenty years, have been alloting aid to Romani communities. Philanthropic
programs do not distinguish between various Romani groups and classes
but rather cast all members who in some way fit Western understandings of
"Gypsies" and "Roma" into one homogeneous category. Philanthropic programs, however, do distinguish between educated and non-educated persons
within these communities by allotting grants to those who submit applications, usually older urban males who present themselves as working in the
interest of "all Roma:' According to a grants manager at the IRF in Kyiv, ''As
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long as a person of Romani ethnicity submits a reasonable budget plan and
sends timely reports on monies spent, he will receive a grant from US."12
In the opinions of philanthropic agencies such as the IRE monies are allotted for "Roma" because they are deemed poor and marginalized. Conditions
of the very poor are used as statistics, but monies are distributed to those who
might not be in relative need. Studies conducted by scholars in Ukraine and
published by the Open Society Institute concentrate solely on the poorest
communities and provide the abysmal statistics of per capita income, education level, number of children, types of diseases most prevalent in such
communities, and descriptions of living conditions. Couched within these
statistics is a critique of cultural practices among poor Roma regarding early
marriage and the alleged lack of family planning that leads to multi-child
households that perpetuate the cycle of poverty. I recall that in the village of
Bilky, Transcarpathia, a one-story wooden house with only three walls was
home to thirty people. When I inquired about the lack of the fourth wall,
the male head of household simply replied, "There are so many of us here
we'd need a revolving wall:' 'Ihis metaphorical revolving wall always spins
in favor of Romani elite and leaves the impoverished Roma in the cold.
Many of the pictures I took in such communities

were published in the

ROn/al1i Yag newspaper, which lost funding from the Open Society Institute

in 2006 and has not been published regularly since.13 However, a photo that I
took of amateur female Romani dancers in Moscow's Theatre "Romen" -like
costumes playing in the Uzh River near a Romani settlement in Uzhhorod
appeared on the Web site of the Ukrainian BBC, part of the BBe's February
14, 2007, article on Romani poverty and socioeconomic marginalization.
The article was accompanied by a photo series titled "Tsyhanske Schastia"
("Gypsy Fate" or "Gypsy Happiness;' depending on contextual interpretation
of the Ukrainian word).14'Il1e eight pictures featured members ofUzhhorod's
poorest Romani settlement participating in projects sponsored by the International Organization for Migration. Seven photos featured the dirty, tragic
living conditions in the far reaches of the settlement in which I lived during
my fieldwork; the eighth was my picture of the dancers in the river.
I took the picture in 2002 when a television crew came to the settlement
to film the ensemble because of its participation in a regional minority music
and dance festival. As in many instances throughout my fieldwork, such occasions were apt to be exotified. The crew members found what they expectedquaint, colorful Roma in a self-essentialized environment. The ensemble
members dressed themselves and community members in costumes, rented a
horse, borrowed my guitar because the synthesizers they perform on clashed
with the natural aesthetic of the river setting, and built a traditional nomadic
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nizations playa significant role in defining, influencing,
cultural rights discourse.

and manipulating

Within the arguments of this chapter, the inclusion of this picture as
part of the BBC feature article is significant because it represents the core
issue regarding representation within the Romani rights movement-that
"Gypsies" without "culture" aren't Roma. In this sense, "culture" represents
artistic expression but is fused with understandings of kultura in the form
of civilization, meaning upper-class, cosmopolitan, staged representations
of Romani identity. The picture serves as a validation of the argument that
the impoverished communities are worthy of inclusion in the Romani rights
movement because they have a music and dance ensemble that proves their
alleged retainment of distinct cultural traditions. Significant to note is that
each Romani NGO in Transcarpathia that I had encounters with, whatever
its broader mission and goal, sponsored a music and dance ensemble that

Figure 6.2. Photograph taken by author in Uzhhorod, Transcarpathia, 2002,
and published by the Ukrainian BBC without author's permission in 2007. The
smokestack was cropped in the BBC photo to position the dancers in a more
"natural" setting.
caravan to give the filming a more authentic "Gypsy" feel. When the gadje
film crew left the settlement, the ensemble leader asked me to take a series
of pictures featuring the girls dancing and posing in their costumes to use as
concert promotional material. The informal shot of the girls playing in the
water at the end of the hot summer day was published in the Romani Yag
newspaper and later scanned from the black-and-white
newspaper article
and republished on the Internet with the caption "Members of the Association 'Roma' dance ensemble in Transcarpathia
following a performance:'
Given the fact that no reporter (or researcher) can do interviews in a rural or
segregated urban Romani community without permission and the presence
of the Romani settlement leader (or director of a Romani NGO), I initially
assumed that the choice of pictures for the BBC article was influenced by the
local Romani NGO leader who wished to feature Romani poverty (and not
his own aff]uent house in the center of the settlement) alongside an example
of cultural expression, which has become such a fundamental factor within
the Romani rights movement in Ukraine. Recently, however, I learned that
the "culture" picture was submitted to the BBC by a non-Romani person
affiliated with the International Organization for Migration affiliate office
in Kyiv. This reinforces the fact that philanthropic and development orga-

promoted the aesthetics of Moscow's Theatre "Rom en" and/or Kyiv's l11eatre
"Romans:' lhe positioning of the picture alongside the Romani poor functions as a way through which marginalized Tsyhany are incorporated in the
Romani rights movement.

Cultural Rights as Interpretive Framework for Fieldwork
Cultural rights are not synonymous with other aspects of human rights.
Ethnomusicologists Dan Lundberg, Krister Maim, and Owe Ronstrom have
pointed out that the cultural diversity paradigm conflicts with the multicultural paradigm. IS ll1e former focuses on individual freedom while the
latter focuses on recognition through collective heritage. Uncler the guise
of protection and promotion of cultural rights, an intricate power struggle
takes place regarding who has the authority to define culture, who attributes
value to certain traditions, who gets the money, and who remains poor. Most
often this occurs within discourses of authenticity, while in other cases it is
much more complicated and nuanced, with answers lying well beyond the
realms of actual cultural expression.
When scholars select certain groups to work with, they choose them over
others and imbue them with a certain value. Such actions are often interpreted
locally with respect or anger. What role clo ethnographers play in molding
the discourses and actions that shape attitudes and actions toward cultural
rights and cultural development agendas in the communities we study? How
does the increasingly prominent cultural rights discourse shape the etl111ographic contexts in which ethnomusicologists work? In what instances does
an overt cultural rights agenda overshadow scholarly objectivity? Should a
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scholar advocate for certain groups within culturally constituted intergroup
relationships on behalf of persons with less group agency or power, such as
women or members of a culturally untouchable caste?
There is a growing literature dealing with these questions, since scholars
increasingly must struggle with them in fieldwork contexts where cultural
rights advocacy has become the normative discourse among interlocutors
involved in and influenced by transnationally mediated human, women's, minority, and/or cultural rights movements.16 It is vital that ethnomusicologists
recognize the extent to which such processes frame our own positioning and
influence the musical traditions we study. Understandings of and motivations behind rights agendas vary by sociopolitical locale and are interpreted
differently by various sectors of society.
The disjunctures between institutional discourses and life as lived on the
ground for poor Romani musicians raise broader questions regarding cultural
representation, ethnicity as a marker for the distribution of aid, and intra-
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4· lhere is a significant amount of literature in ethllomusicology that addresses the
ways the stylization of folklore was used to both foster and suppress ethnic difference
within socialist cultural policy. For Bulgaria, see Donna A. Buchanan, Pe/forming Democracy:Bulgaritlll Music and Musicians in Transition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2006); and Timothy Rice, May It Fill Your Soul: Experiencing Bulgarian Music (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1994). For Poland, see Timothy Cooley, Making Music in the
Polish Tatras: Tourists, Ethnographers, and Mountain Musicilllls (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2005). For Russia, see Laura Olson, Pe,forming Russia: Folk Rel'ival and
Russian Identity (London: RoutledgeCurzon, 2004); and Anthony Shay, Choreographic
Politics: State Folk Dance Companies, Representation, and Power (Middletown, Conn.:
Wesleyan University Press, 2002).
5· Contemporary UNESCO discourses regarding intangible cultural heritage also focus
on distinction and recognize only one community/nation as the bearer of a particular
musical tradition. Regarding issues surrounding the nomination of Croatia's "Istrian Ethnomusical Microcosm" to UNESCO's "Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage
of Humanity" program, see Naila Ceribasic, "Musical Faces of Croatian Multiculturality;'
Yearbookfor Traditional Music 39 (2007): 1-26. For an analysis regarding Georgia's prefer-

group agency that may be brought to bear on other aid projects throughout
the world. Western institutions playa highly significant role in establishing
and perpetuating global frameworks through which cultural expressions are
mediated. Shifts within these Western networks transform and determine

ence for polyphony as an exclusive musical symbol of the Georgian nation and ethnicity
and the consequential exclusion of dlldllki music from Georgia's national narratives, a

what people on both sides of the equation understand by the notion of culture
and what they do, protect, and promote in its name.

tions of Nation-Making in Relation to the Musical Styles and Discourses of Georgian
Duduki Ensembles;' JOIIl'l1alof klllsicological Research, 26, nos. 2-3 (2007): 241-80.
6. Romani NGO directors argue that there are 350,000 Roma in Ukraine, 50,000 of

Notes

whom live in Transcarpathia. According to the official 2001 Ukrainian censlls report,
there are 47,600 Roma in Ukraine. However, this figure is suspiciously low and too similar
to the 1989 Soviet census that identifies 47,917 Tsyhany in the Ukrainian SSR. Because

I. Julie Hemment, Empowering Women in Russia: Activism, Aid, and NGOs (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2007); Michele Rivkin-Fish, Womens Health in Post-Soviet
Russia: The Politics of Intervention (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005); Valerie
Sperling, Organizing Women in Contemporary Russia: Engendering Transition (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1999).
2. "Holodomor" derives from the Ukrainian words moryty holodom, "to inflict death
by hunger;' and refers to the Famine of 1932-33 in the Ukrainian SSR induced by Stalin to
weaken Ukrainian peasant rebellion against collectivization and to gain Soviet control over
Ukrainian agriculturallallds. Seven to ten million people perished, among them countless Roma. Romani activist Volodymyr Bambula published the first Romani Holodomor
memoir in 2002, Tsyhanska Dolia- Yak Viter u Poli [Gypsy Fate-Like Wind in the Steppe]
(Pereiaslav-Khmelnytsk, Ukraine: Karpuk Press, 2002). In 1941, Nazi forces massacred
between 100,000 and 200,000 Kyiv citizens at Babyn Yar, among them Jews, Ukrainians,
Russians, Poles, and Roma. Romani activists organize annual commemorations at Babyn
Yar and publish oral history accounts of Romani Holocaust survivors. See Aladar Adam,
Evheniia Navrotska, and Yulia Zeikan, Bilyi Kamin z Chor/wi Kativni [White Rock from
the Black Prison] (Uzhhorod, Ukraine: Uzhhorod City Press, 2006).
3. Blat, or po platu, refers to exchanges of favors with neighbors, school friends, and
coworkers, incorporating access to hard-to-obtain material objects or social services.

dynamic validated and reinforced through UN ESCO's naming of Georgian polyphony to
the "Masterpieces" program in 2001, see Nino TsitsishviIi, "Social and Political Construc-

they fear discrimination, Roma often reject the social stigma associated with Tsyhany
and hide their ethnic identity on official documents. Self-negation in light of the rising
ethnic strife in the post-socialist context explains, in part, the lower censlls figures for
Roma in Ukraine in 2001. However, Roma mostly accuse 2001 census takers of omitting
Romani communities completely from the census and claim that officials accepted bribes
to write Roma off as members of other ethnicities. Accusations of wrongdoing are plausible
because, as one government official in Uzhhorod pointed out to me, "Where there are
no Tsyhany, the government has no problems;' implying that the government does not
have to pump extra funds into programs to help alleviate Romani poverty, unemployment, and illiteracy if there is no official record of Roma in the region. Compare Hryhorii
Iemets, Tsyhany Zakarpattia [The Gypsies ofTranscarpathia] (Uzhhorod: Karpaty Press,
1993); 1. P.Malyk, M. I. Pitiulych, O. S. Peredrij, and B. A. Shynkar, Tsyhany Zakarpattia:
Problemy, Shliakhy Vyrishe/1I1ia[Gypsies ofTranscarpathia: Problems, Ways to Solutions]
(Uzhhorod: Carpathian Division of the International Institute of 1\lanagement, Uzhhorod National University, 1991); and O. O. Yaremenko and O. H. Levtsun, OsoblYI'osti
Sposobu Zhyttia ta Problem Sotsiailloii Illtehratsiii Romi\' I' Ukmiini: Allalitycllllyi Zl'it
za Rezultatamy Sotsiolohicl1l10/1ODoslii/zhcnllia [Lifestyle Characteristics and Problems
of Romani Social Integration in Ukraine: An Analytical Report Rased on the Results of
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